
READING RESPONSE 8

Reading Response #8 Professor Ostman. Back in elementary school around the "me the war in Iraq was brewing I
remember. reading The Things They.

I require a minimum of ten of these. Written Reading Responses RRs Doing Reading Responses RRs is one of
the most effective techniques I know to get kids to formulate new ideas about a fiction or non-fiction text
while referring to the text as they do so. These rules force students to think of an original idea about the text or
to elaborate on something they may have briefly annotated. Who tells the story? At the end of the first
semester, I have students write an RR Analysis Paper in which they examine their reading response habits: Do
they always gravitate to one type of RR? How does the character's actions affect other people in the story?
Reader Response Prompts for Nonfiction  Why do you think the author wrote this story? Students can create
concrete found poems about a character, setting, or theme using a symbol for the concrete structure. Do they
have to fight the urge to only summarize? How does the author help you feel that you are really there in both
realistic stories and fantasy? From what you've read so far, make predictions about what will happen next and
explain what in the text makes you think it will happen. My handout gives them ideas about how to do this.
This metacognitive exercise helps students see themselves as active participants in their own learning. Write at
least four sentences. I often begin class by asking students to share their RRs. This technique can be adapted
for middle or high school students. For more ideas, or to view full assignment sheets and rubric possibilities
for the assignments suggested here, please see my book, 50 Common Core Reading Response Activities
Scholastic,  Keeping It Real Applying real-word literacy practices, like Twitter chats and To-Do Lists, to
in-class texts engages students and deepens understanding. Explain how a character is acting and why you
think the character is acting that way. Then, they must shape these words into a visual representation on paper.
They are not drawing; they must arrange the words, phrases, or sentences into an image on the page. On the
front of their postcard, students should, of course, draw a picture. Where does the character have to go? The
students themselves will eventually hit upon all the important points of the text; often they will make
observations or ask questions I had not thought of myself. Write to inform us about the author. When these
specific structures are broken, the readers tend not to like that. What have you learned so far, about yourself or
others? How so? Each is a legitimate form in its own right; each can be done with sophistication and deeper
meaning. Instead, after our discussions, I give students another activity to work on, and I circulate to check
that the RRs have been done. As individual students speak up, the rest of us jump to their cited text and follow
along. The labeling makes students deliberately acknowledge how they are framing their thoughts about the
text.


